COMMERCIAL PROJECTS:
SITE IMPROVE/FOUNDATION ONLY

2267 W MILL RD - VANDERBURGH COUNTY
DSM ENGINEERING PLASTICS INC % BILL BAR
PARKING ADDITION AND DOCK REVISIONS
BRANDON SPAINHOUR (812) 838-0148 BSPAINHOUR@APEX-ENGINEERING.COM

SITE REVIEW APPLICATION FINAL

4400 W LLOYD EXPWY - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
CHICK-FIL-A
INSTALL 14 OUTSIDE SEATING
ALLAN WILEY (330) 836-0228 AWILEY@GBCDESIGN.COM

1545 MESKER PARK DR - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
MESKER PARK ZOO
NEW PENGUIN EXHIBIT AND SUPPORT BUILDING
JEFF SAWYER (484) 919-3712 JSAWYER@CLRDESIGN.COM

7414 ENTERPRISE PARK CIR - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
ALPHA MECHANICAL
PROPOSED WAREHOUSE AND PARKING LOT
RANDY SHEFFER (812) 402-3680 RANDY@SHEFFERCONSTRUCTION.COM

5317 KRATZVILLE RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
KENNEL ESTATES SECTION 2
TWO SINGLE UNIT CONDOMINIUMS
GLEN MERITT (812) 401-5561 GMERITT@CASHWAGGNER.COM

15325 N US HWY 41 - VANDERBURGH COUNTY
NORTH HIGH SCHOOL
ADDITION TO NORTH JR HIGH CAFETERIA SEATING
JT KINKEL (812) 425-6803 JT@KINKEL-AE.COM

SUBDIVISIONS:
MINOR SUBDIVISION

MIN-2020-005
O'REILLY'S MINOR SUB
4003 N GREEN RIVER RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
TRENT MCPEAK (618) 263-4100 TMCPEAK@NEIKIRK.US